Objectives Previously published studies showed that the standard tumor-to-blood standardized uptake value (SUV) ratio (SUR) was a more accurate prognostic method than tumor maximum standardized uptake value (SUV max ). This study evaluated and compared prognostic value of positron emission tomography (PET) parameters and normalized value of PET parameters by blood pool SUV in non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients who received curative surgery. Methods Seventy-seven patients who underwent curative resection for NSCLC between January 2010 to December 2013 were enrolled in this study.
Introduction
Lung cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer and the most common cause of cancer death in Korea. The 5-year survival rate for lung cancer is 21.9 % [1] . Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) comprises about 85 % of all lung cancer [2] . In early NSCLC patients, lobectomy is standard treatment, and patients who are not candidates for surgery have to receive a radiotherapy [3] . In advanced stage, chemotherapy or concomitant chemoradiotherapy are considered as the standard treatment [2, 3] . Therefore, precise staging in patients with NSCLC is important. 18 Fluorine-fluorodeoxyglucose ( 18 F-FDG) positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) is used in staging, surveillance, radiation therapy planning, and predicting prognosis in lung cancer [4] . Research shows that PET parameters could represent the activity of tumor. Of the PET parameters, the maximum standardized uptake value (SUV max ) is commonly used to report tumor activity. It has a high reproducibility and a low interobserver variability [5] . As SUV max is defined by the highest voxel value within the region of interest (ROI), it is sensitive to image noise [5] . Therefore, mean standardized uptake value (SUV mean ) is important to report tumor activity. As metabolic tumor volume (MTV) represents the amount of high metabolic tumor cells [6] and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) represents tumor size and degree of 18 F-FDG [7] , MTV and TLG have been proposed for risk stratification of lung cancer. MTV is defined as a volume of the tumor, delineated by a specific threshold of SUV. TLG is derived by multiplying MTV and SUV mean , and represents tumor burden [8] . MTVand TLG are predictive of overall survival (OS) and recurrence in NSCLC [8, 9] .
A recent study has proved that tumor-to-blood SUV ratio (SUR), the ratio of tumor SUVand aorta blood SUV, showed a stronger correlation with the metabolic rate of FDG than tumor SUV [10] . In a subsequent study, SUR of esophageal carcinoma was an independent prognostic factor of OS and distant metastasis-free survival [11] . Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate and compare prognostic value of positron emission tomography (PET) parameters and normalized value of PET parameters by blood pool SUV in non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients who received curative surgery.
Materials and Methods

Patients
Three thousand one hundred forty patients were registered as a lung cancer between January 2010 to December 2013. Inclusion criteria were patients with 1) pathologically confirmed NSCLC (adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma) and 2) preoperative 18 F-FDG PET/CT. Exclusion criteria were patients who 1) received chemotherapy, radiation therapy, or concurrent chemoradiation therapy without surgery, 2) had distant metastasis confirmed by imaging modalities such as chest CT, brain magnetic resonance imaging, bone scintigraphy, and 18 F-FDG PET/CT, 3) did not perform 18 F-FDG PET/CT at staging, 4) had not enough medical records. Seventy-seven patients met the criteria and they were enrolled in this study. The median follow-up was 33 months and the follow-up ranged from 2 month to 64 month. The endpoint of study was 15 August 2015. Our institutional review board waived informed consent and approved the study.
F-FDG PET/CT Imaging
According to the standard protocol of our institution, all patients fasted for at least 6 h. Their median blood glucose level was 98 mg/dl (range: 66-143 mg/dl) before 18 F-FDG administration. Sixty minutes after injection of 0.14 mCi/kg 18 F-FDG, PET/CT scans were performed (Biograph 40, Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA). Low-dose CT from the base of the skull to the proximal thighs was performed for the purpose of attenuation correction and precise anatomical localization. PET data were obtained using a high-resolution whole-body scanner. The scan time per bed position was t w o m i n u t e s w i t h 5 0 0 m m a x i a l f i e l d o f vi ew. Reconstruction parameters were iterative reconstruction with three iterations, 21 subsets; Gaussian smoothing filter with image size 168; voxel dimension 3.9 × 3.9 mm.
Image Analysis
PET/CT images were interpreted directly from the workstation (Siemens TrueD image analysis software, Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA). A volume of interest (VOI) was drawn over the entire abnormal uptake of lung cancer to include a large amount of radioactivity on axial images semi-automatically. SUV max of 18 F-FDG was measured from VOI. SUV mean and MTV of each lesion were calculated automatically on the workstation and SUV 2.5 was adopted as the threshold. TLG was calculated by multiplying SUV mean by MTV. Blood SUV mean was measured from VOI in the descending aorta ( Fig. 1) . SUR was derived from the value of SUV max , SUV mean , and TLG divided by blood SUV mean (Eq. 1). The method of delineation of aorta and calculation of SUR followed published research [11] .
Statistical Analysis
Cox proportional hazards regression was used to analyze the effect of age, sex, pathological parameters such as histopathologic class, pathologic T stage, nodal involvement and stage, and PET parameters on recurrence and death. Recurrence was defined as a tumor recurrence including local recurrence, regional recurrence, and distant metastasis identified by imaging study. The date of death was obtained from patient's medical records. Two-sided null hypotheses of no difference were rejected if p-values were less than or equal to 0.05 and the 95 % confidence of intervals do not cross 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of PET parameters were drawn and compared to evaluate the capability to predict recurrence and death. The predictive value of the PET parameters was assessed by the area under curve (AUC) of the ROC curve. Recurrence free survival (RFS) was defined as the interval from the operation date to the date of recurrence identified by imaging study or last clinical follow-up and Kaplan-Meier survival analysis with log-rank test was performed according to PET parameters. The cutoffs were determined by median values of each PET parameter. Data analysis was performed by MedCalc v.15.11 software (MedCalc, Mariakerke, Belgium).
Results
Patient Characteristics
Seventy-seven NSCLC patients were included in this study. Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1 . The mean age was 62.4 ± 8.7 years. Lymph node metastasis was present in 20 patients (26 %). Eighteen patients (23.4 %) had experienced recurrence and four patients (5.2 %) died during the follow-up (34.0 ± 14.7 months). Median OS and RFS were 34 and 33 months, respectively. The difference of OS and RFS was small. It could be due to short follow-up period or the majority of patients had early stage. Although SUR max and SUV mean had higher AUC among the PET parameters, there were no PET parameters which had significantly higher AUC values. AUC of PET parameters for predicting recurrence are in Table 3 . Kaplan-Meier survival analysis with log-rank test is in Fig. 2 (Table 4) . N stage (3.868, 1.536-9.742, p = 0.0041) Table 5 .
Discussion
In this study, SUR max , age, and N stage were independent prognostic factors for recurrence in NSCLC patients. N stage was the only independent prognostic parameter for death. Several studies showed that age was a prognostic factor in lung cancer [12, 13] , while other studies did not [14, 15] . In this study, age was an independent prognostic factor for recurrence. The difference of results could be due to different composition of staging, various histology, and different definition of older patient.
TNM staging is the most widely accepted prognostic factor for risk stratification [16] . In this study, N stage was the independent factor for both recurrence and death. However, T stage did not show the significance of prognostic value. It might be due to the fact that the distribution of T stage was biased toward early stage.
Previous studies have presented that SUV max was a prognostic factor for lung cancer [17] . However, according to Chen et al.'s study, SUV max did not predict progression free survival independently, which was consistent with our results [18] . As SUV max is the highest voxel value within the ROI, it is independent of ROI definition [5, 19] . However, it is more susceptible to noise and cannot reflect metabolic activity of SUR: standard tumor-to-blood SUV ratio; SUV max : maximum standardized uptake value; SUV mean : mean standardized uptake value; MTV: metabolic tumor volume; TLG: total lesion glycolysis; Sen: sensitivity; Sp: specificity; LR: likelihood ratio the whole tumor volume [5, 19] . As SUV max is limited in representing tumor metabolic activity, MTV and TLG are proposed for risk stratification of lung cancer [8] . MTV and TLG represent both the degree of 18 F-FDG uptake and the size of the tumor [8] . However, MTV is dependent on cutoff values, and it might include inflammation around primary cancer [20] . Therefore, MTV and TLG have weaknesses. Although several studies of volumetric parameters showed association with prognosis in NSCLC patients [8, 9] , MTV and TLG were not independent prognostic factors for recurrence in this study. Two thirds of patients who enrolled in this study were stage I and the median follow-up was 33 months. This could influence the results.
Although SUV max has a high reproducibility, it can vary between different PET scanners [21] . To overcome this shortcoming, tumor SUV is commonly normalized by [22] . Therefore, it can be a reference organ to interpret PET scan [22] . Tumor SUV max normalized to liver can predict prognosis in various malignancies including NSCLC [23] [24] [25] . However, according to Besson et al., SUV of the liver was significantly different between giant cell arteritis patients and control patients [26] . Systemic inflammation affects liver metabolism and can influence the liver uptake ratio [26] . According to the study of Hoff et al., inter-study variability of the arterial input function (AIF) was a crucial factor adversely affecting the correlation between SUV and Km (the metabolic rate of glucose consumption) [10] . As the equation of SUR derived from Patlak formula was less dependent on AIF than the equation of SUV, they expected that SUR had higher linear correlation to Km than SUV and validated their theory by colorectal cancer patients with fully dynamic investigations [10] . As a subsequent study, Butoff et al. showed that SUR was an independent prognostic factor for OS and distant metastasis (DM) in esophageal cancer [11] . In their study, MTV was also an independent prognostic factor for OS and DM. However, the hazard ratio of SUR was higher than MTV [11] . This study demonstrated that SUR max was an independent prognostic factor for recurrence, consistent with previous study.
This study had several limitations. First, it was designed as a retrospective observational study. Second, a small number of patients were included. Third, follow up period was short. Fourth, partial volume effect correction for lung cancer was not performed.
In conclusion, SUR max was the independent prognostic factor for recurrence among the PET parameters in NSCLC patients, while N stage was the independent prognostic factor for both recurrence and death. Both SUR max and N stage could be used to stratify the risk of NSCLC patients. Since this study was retrospective with small sample size, further prospective and larger study should be performed to validate this result. 
